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• April 1, 2016  PJM filed revisions to Schedule 6 of the OA to incorporate a voltage threshold into its RTEP process exempting reliability violations on below 200 kV transmission facilities from PJM’s proposal window process.

• June 1, 2016  Requested effective date.

• May 27, 2016  Deficiency Notice: FERC requested additional information

• June 26, 2016  Response due to Deficiency Notice
Deficiency Notice: Additional Info Requested

Three basic topics:

- Further explain (i) the process by which PJM will develop and identify solutions to address reliability violations on below 200 kV facilities and (ii) whether stakeholders will have an opportunity to submit ideas to address 200 kV facilities exempted from proposal windows;

- Process questions regarding below 200 kV facilities exempted from proposal window for which costs are allocated to more than one zone;

- More detail regarding how PJM would process the handling of solutions that could operate at 200 kV and above for reliability violations identified on below 200 kV facilities